How To Apply Our Decals
Our decals have a low tack adhesive backing and can be used on any
hard, smooth surfaces such as walls, mirrors, glass, doors, drawers,
trays, ceramics, paper, etc. If you're applying the decal to glass, DO
NOT use Windex or any ammonia-based cleaner as that interferes
with the adhesive.
We carry two types of decals; removable and permanent. They are
both for one time use. The removable decals are for indoor use only
and can be removed, making them suitable for renters, college
students and those of us with evolving design taste. The permanent
decals are washable (hand wash only), can be used indoors and out,
making them suitable for decorating cups, mugs, serving dishes,
cars and windows. We don’t recommend using the permanent decals
on walls.
Your Vinyl decal consists of three layers: transfer paper, decal, and
paper backing.
1. Make sure that the surface is clean and dry. Dust and dirt lessens
the adhesiveness of the vinyl decal.
2. Lay the decal flat with the transfer paper facing up. Then use a
credit card to gently rub the transfer paper to ensure proper
transfer of the vinyl.
3. Mark the center of the decal. Place a long piece of masking tape at
the centerline to tape the decal from top to bottom. Then, tape
the decal to the surface where you need to apply it. Make sure it
is leveled!

4. Starting at the upper right corner, peel the transfer tape and
vinyl away from the backing paper working your way
towards the centerline. Once there, use scissors to cut the
paper backing.
5. Once the paper backing is removed, use a credit card to gently
rub the transfer paper and vinyl onto the surface. Repeat
steps 4-5 with the other side.
6. After the calligraphy decal is attached to your surface, slowly
peel away the transfer paper. As you are peeling it away, if the
vinyl does not attach to the surface, cover it again with
transfer paper, rub it with a credit card, and then peel again.
7. Enjoy your newly decorated surface!
Important Note: If you purchased a permanent decal, avoid
handling (or washing) the surface for 24-48 hours.

Visit our website at http://HomeSynchronize.com/blog for
ideas and video tutorials on how to use our stencils and
decals.

